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Trinity Mourns Beloved Career
Services Director Lanna Hagge
Director of Career Services at Oberlin
College for 22 years.
While at Trinity, Lanna not only iniOn Jan. 20, Director of Career tiated the Sophomore Success Program,
Services Lanna Hagge unexpectedly but also helped plan the move to the
passed away. Lanna had served the new Admissions building, as well as
Office
of
Career . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . performing numerous
Services for almost 13
services for both the
years.
She
was
Office
of
Career
preparing for the
Services and Trinity in
Sophomore Success
general. Through her
Program that she had
dedication,
Lanna
brought to Trinity
gained the utmost
and watched grow
respect from those who
under her careful
workeQ. by her side.
guidance.
"One thing that
Lanna was born
impressed me most was
and
raised
in
that Lanna always had
Waltham, Minn., and
her door open and even
was the first member
though she always had
of her family to
a million things to do,
attend college. She
sh e was always interreceived
her
Lanna Hagge _ 1946-2010
ruptible,"
said
Bachelor's
degree
Assistant Director of
from the State University of New York Career Services Rachel Gerrity. "I perBuffalo, and her Master's degree in sonally found that to be what a boss and
social sciences from Colorado State mentor is supposed to be, always
University in Fort Collins. Before arrivsee TRINITY on page 13
ing at Trinity, Lanna served as the
GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

Haiti Aid Effort Unites Community SENIOR POET WINS
STAThWIDE CONTEST
ALUSON PICKENS '12
NEWS EDITOR

On Sunday, Jan. 10, a massive earthquake struck Haiti,
one of the poorest and most
underdeveloped countries in
the world. The 7.0 magnitude
quake, the worst the region has
seen in 200 years, reduced
much of the capital city, PortAu-Prince, to rubble.
A preliminary assessment
released on Saturday, Jan. 23,
estimated the death toll at
150,000. Nations and organiza·
tions from around the world

rushed aid and rescue teams to
the country with President
Obama pledging 100 million
dollars in relief aid from the
United States. Despite the outpouring of money, supplies, and
personnel, thousands of people
died because of the inability to
effectively distribute aid due to
the devastation.
In the days immediately
following the quake, search and
rescue teams attempted to free
survivors from the rubble while
Port-Au-Prince's collapsed hospital was overwhelmed with
those injured.

Numerous
local
and
national organizations are
accepting donations. The Red
Cross' texting donation drive
has passed 25 million dollars in
donations. By texting "Haiti" to
90999, people can donate 10
dollars to relief aid; the charge
will appear on their next
mobile phone bill.
In a campus-wide e-mail
issued on Tuesday, Jan. 26,
President James F. Jones, Jr.
mentioned ways the Trinity
community can aid the relief

see CAMPUS on page 13

JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10
FEATURES EDITOR

Trinity
Senior Kristin
Rocha has been writing poetry
since she was eight years old. "I
mean, I wrote horrible poetry
about raccoons and trees for
years and years and years," she
admits. "It took high school for
me to graduate into actual
poetry that means something.
It was always poetry." She completed her senior thesis in poet-

Professor Hager Receives Prestigious Endowment
GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

Assistant Professor of
English Christopher Hager was
awarded a fellowship by the
National
Endowment
of
Humanities (NEH) amounting
to $50,400 for the 2010-2011
academic year, during which he
will be on sabbatical. The fellowship is one of 319 humanities projects sharing $20 million in grant awards.
The NEH is for the purpose
of conveying history
to
Americans, as well as promoting humanities in general. The
four areas of funding for grants
are providing access to cultural
resources, education, research,
and public programs. According
to the NEH Web site, the purpose of the NEH is to "strengthen teaching and learning in the

humanities in schools and colleges across the nation, facilitate research and original
scholarship, provide opportunities for lifelong learning, preserve and provide access to cultural
and
educational
resources, and strengthen the
institutional base of the
humanities."
The funding from Hager's
fellowship, one of 11 granted in
Connecticut, will go towards a
book Hager is putting together,
entitled A Colored Man's
Constitution: Emancipation
and the Act of Writing. The
book is based upon Hager's
graduate work, which focused
on 19th-century American literature relating to slavery and
the Civil War.
Documents being used
include journals and letters
written by former slaves during

COURTESTY OF AL FERREIRA

Hager, who was recently awarded a National Endowment, teaches outside at Trin.

the emancipation period. While
many believe that former
slaves could not write at the
time of emancipation, Hager
has unearthed numerous docu·
ments that prove that notion

incorrect.
Hager's research does not
only go towards his book, but
also partly was the basis of a

P UBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF TRINITY COLLEGE SINCE

ry last semester, working with
Asisstant Professor of English
Ciaran Berry. This semester
she is conducting a creative
writing thesis in fiction, under
the tutelage of Allan K. Smith
Professor of English Language
and
Literature
Francisco
Goldman, who is abroad for the
semester in Berlin, Germany.
During Rocha's own time
abroad her poetic voice
matured. She S,Pent her entire
junior year in Spain, the first
semester in Barcelona, the second in Cordoba. There she saw
a side of studying literature
that was not found up to that
point in her studies at Trinity.
"For a year I was only studying
Spanish literature in Spanish,
so that was huge for me.
Learning to write in another
language is always going to be
a major shift. The Spanish
poets are brilliant and it's like,
when you go through four years
of being an English major and
you never take a poetry class in
any language, even English,
any thing is going to be important."
Within the first three weeks
of her stay in Barcelona, Rocha
was mugged. This incident had
a significant impact on her. "It
kind of put me on edge and I
was so hypersensitive to everything I was experiencing in
Barcelona so coming at an
abroad experience from that

see PROF. on page 13
see SENIOR on page 10
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Tripod Editorial
Some Things Never Change.
First of all, the Tripod of Trinity that is eerily similar
staff would like to welcome to the Trinity of today. There
everybody back to campus are obvious differences - a
after what was hopefully an lack of women and a losing
enjoyable and relaxing break. squash team - but blatant
As someone who was abroad similarities. A love of fraterni·
last semester, I have spent the ty parties, sports, and Top·
last week getting reacquainted Siders remain important parts
with the little Hartford oasis of Trinity culture.
that is Trinity College. I have
However, despite similaribeen reminded first and fore· ties, it is the differences that
most of the age-old proverb we notice, and it is the differthat the more things change, ences that mark the passing of
time. Whether we try to pre·
the more they stay the same.
I have been pleasantly vent or encourage change, it is
surprised to find
some an inevitable part of life. Each
improvements at Trinity. (The semester at Trinity is different
expansion of wireless on cam· than the last.
pus and the additional cardio
Sometimes change comes
machines in Ferris are espe· from tragedy. This week the
cially fabulous.) However, Tripod mourns the loss of a
many things are exactly the member of the Trinity commu·
same as when I left last nity. Lanna Hagge's absence in
spring. Despite all of the new Career Services will surely be
students on campus from the felt for many years to come.
class of 2013, I have found Her passing will require a
their attire, mannerisms, and process of adjustment for all
attitudes to be strikingly who knew her and all who
familiar. Familiar faces are in were touched by her presence
many of my classes, the Tripod at 'frinity. Career Services,
office is as cluttered as ever, and Trinity as a whole, will be
and Mather food still tastes forever changed.
Other changes seem incon·
like ... Mather. Trinity pro·
vides the same comfort as sequential, yet elicit heated
always.
responses from the communi·
In this week's Features ty. The Tripod covers these as
section we looked at Tripods · well. The new Bantam mascot
from the 1960s, as well as the has proved to be controversial,
yearbook, The Trinity Ivy. as a writer in this week's
These sources paint a picture Sports section discusses. The

Bantam has always been a
symbol of Trinity athletics,
and it is interesting to hear
the response from a minor cos·
tume change. Even the small
changes make an impact.
Nevertheless, a reading of
this week's Tripod shows that
many of the issues important
to students remain the same.
The level of excellence of the
Trinity community continues
to be high. A senior English
major won a poetry contest
and two professors were
awarded prestigious endow·
men ts.
This week's paper is also
marked by annual events.
Student Government Association
elections are upcoming, and the
January Musicals impressed
audiences once again. Of
course, different students are
running for positions, and the
shows performed were different from years past, but the
consistencies of these events
provide comfort to the Trinity
community. Ultimately, both
the consistencies and transformations that occur over time
at Trinity seem to me to teach
us an interesting lesson.
Whether it is 50 years that
have passed, or a mere semes·
ter, some things never really
do change.

S.E.H.

A Re_flection on Trinity's ·Philanthropy)
As someone who studies
literature and pop culture in
hopes of someday making a
living off of it (and plays a
god-awful lot of video games
in the meantime), I spend
most of my time in worlds
outside of our own, whether
that means Middle-earth,
19th-century London,
or
Hollywood. In the wake of
last month's earthquake in
Haiti, however, I think it is
safe to say that all of us have
broken out of whatever rever·
ie we found ourselves in over
the break. I know that my
feet, at least, are now firmly
planted in reality, and not
just because I'm back at
school.
It is remarkable, though,
that despite 'frinity's students only just having
returned to school and read·
justed to new and busy sched ·
ules - and finding them selves in the midst of mourn·
ing one of our own, Director of
Career Services Lanna Hagge
- College-wide relief efforts
almost immediately sprang
into action.

President James F. Jones,
Jr. got in touch with students
last Tuesday about what they
could do to help. A number of
students and campus organi·
zations have already spearheaded efforts to aid victims
of the natural disaster, particular ly through this past
weekend's Hope for Haiti
fundraising activities and
performances. More, I am
sure, are still to come.
For all my petty griev·
ances about Trinity, I couldn't
be prouder of my fellow
Bantams, as cheesy as that
sounds. We may play hard on
the weekends, but it turns
out we can work hard, too,
whether we're putting our
efforts forth academically or
civically. Trinity students'
actions this week in support
of the Haitian earthquake
victims have shown more
than ever just how engaged
the College is - not only
locally, but globally as well.
It warms my cynic's heart
to think that the money
raised at Trinity this weekend will be used to provide

food for the hungry, medicine
for the sick and injured, and
shelter for the cold and home·
less. Tragedies like this one
really put into perspective
how a small contribution
from a large number of people
can help so many.
I can only hope that in the
event of another tragedy who knows ; 2012 will be here
soon enough, and if that atrocious film has anything to say
about it, we're in for a nasty
year - the Trinity communi·
ty will respond as swiftly and
positively as they have to this
one.
Ideally we won't see a dis·
aster of this magnitude for a
long time, if ever, but Mother
Nature is a fickle, unpredictable mistress. Although
we cannot control nature, we
can do our best to aid those
who have fallen victim to its
whims, and with more aid
efforts towards the Haitian
crisis in motion , 'frinity
College is doing its best to
lessen the sufferings of many.

E.A.A.

Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of The Trinity Tripod,
co mpri sed of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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Tripo'iJ Editorial

HIGHLIGHT ()F THE WEEK
"So, assuming the most coveted degree still exists, I can only assume
that 10 years from. now I'm going to he sitting in a bar in New York,
N.Y. when a certain well-dressed individual off in the distance wearing Ray Bans and Croakies will catch my eye, who after a little while
I'll realize was a nameless DFMO of mine from college."

Sarah Quirk '11 on the MR.S. degree, page 3

OPINIONS
The Trinity Tripod

Brown's Win: Not a 'Perfect Storm' Reilly Qualified for V.P.
GREG MONIZ '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Jan. 19, 2010 the
Democratic Party and President
Obama took a hard hit when
Massachusetts chose to elect its
first Republican United States
Senator since 1972 to fill the late
Edward Kennedy's seat. As the
Associated Press declared State
Senator Scott Brown the winner,
the Democrats' filibuster proof
majority in the Senate suddenly
evaporated and key aspects of
the Obama agenda came to a
screeching halt.
Before Senator Kennedy
could roll over in his grave, the
spin-doctors of the right were
already out in full force, their
voices screaming the loudestfrom the gurgling, demagogic
Glenn Beck to the more tempered but equally ecstatic
Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell. They proclaimed a
mini revolution had taken place
in the state where the people are
almost as blue as the waters of
Cape Cod Bay.
All I can say to those reveling
in Scott Brown's victory is this:
not so fast. The story behind the
results is a bit more nuanced
than the talking heads would
like you to believe.
The election will admittedly
have traumatic implications for
the Obama agenda, but they are
inadvertent and not the actual
will of the voters. Brown won
because of a combination of factors that, on their own, would
not have been enough to put him
in first place.
This 'perfect storm' that
allowed Brown's victory is far
from a rejection of President
Obama, who still remains personally and politically popular in
the state. It is just an unfortunate coincidence that this electoral anomaly will have such a
strong influence on obstructing
his agenda.
First, there was an enthusiasm gap. When a political party

finds itself downtrodden, as the
Republicans have as of late,
there is a mobilization within
the party to regain power.
Conversely, those enjoying the
perks of power see little need to
sustain that power.
Such was the case in
Massachusetts, as Democrats
and Martha Coakley stumbled
through the campaign, only
committing resources to it when
they realized the growing,
unstoppable devotion of the
other side. Brown voters were
mobilized and cutthroat. (On
Election Day, a Brown supporter
called up a Boston talk radio
station to gleefully report a car
accident involving a Coakley
supporter driving by a group of
Brown supporters.)
The Tea Party movement, a
group of conservatives that has
challenged Republicans in other
states but remained remarkably
cohesive in Massachusetts, also
aided his campaign.
Second, the numbers don't
lie. Brown won Massachusetts ·
by capturing 1,168,107 votes. A
little over a year . ago1 a candidate lost Massachusetts by a
whopping 26 percent with
roughly the same number of
votes. That candidate was
Senator John McCain.
There is then little evidence
in the results that points to a
shift in the opm1ons of
Massachusetts' voters. Rather,
all the results show is that the
right wing got out the vote and
that the left wing didn't. Asampling of polls before the election
showed Coakley beating Brown
among registered voters by a
wide margin, but losing among
likely voters.
Third, personality trumped
politics. Voters put aside the
issues when picking their candidate . According to The New
York Times, 68 percent of
Massachusetts voters supported
their state's current health care
plan, a system nearly identical
to the one President Obama and

Democrats are trying to enact.
Half of those voters were Brown
supporters, and Brown's promise to be the 41st vote against
health care reform was one of
his main campaign pledges.
Brown was an appealing
candidate, both physically and
personally. He gained national
notoriety for his 1982 naked
spread in Cosmopolitan and his
pickup truck with 200,000 miles
on it.
The media also ate up a
remarkable television advertisement where he walks across
middle-class South Boston,
thanking well-wishers who
shouted "good luck" from a
triple-decker by saying "thank
you so much . . . and the dogs
too!", acknowledging the dogs
barking from the window.
These iconic images of
Brown handsomely and humbly
traversing the Commonwealth
became seared into the shortterm memories of voters.
Where Brown succeeded,
Coakley failed. She often
appeared aloof and disconnected
from the voters, and her likeability ratings were paltry. In the
gaffe heard 'round the Red Sox
Nation, she accused Curt
Schilling of being a Yankees fan,
and then passed it off as a joke.
Even former Republican
Governor Bill Weld admits that
Coakley's faux pas tipped the
scale against her. He told The
Atlantic magazine that they
"had to be worth ten points,
which means she would have
won by five points without the
gaffes." Brown's victory could
not have come at a worse time.
But the implications of his election carry more weight than the
message the ~voters were trying
to send.
So to my Republican friends,
I say this: don't puff your chests
up too much. Victory is not necessarily a given come November.
And to my Democratic friends,
take solace. It's not as bad as you
think.

MELISSA LITWACK '10

II

I

II

I

to the respect and admiration
achieved by those that have
had the pleasure of working
with him thus far.
I would also like to speak
about Terry as a friend. In
addition to his involvement
with SGA, Terry is also the
Co-President of the Newman
Society and is a Dean's
Scholar. He takes pride in
being a patient and caring
peer, as well as an outstanding student. He will remain
committed to academics and
extra·curriculars while serving on the Executive Board of
SGA.
I have been on SGA for
many years as a Senator,
Committee Chair, and Vice
President, and I know what it
takes. I am confident that
Terry will not only fulfill his
position dutifully, but also go
above and beyond to cause
positive change on our cam·
pus.
It would be unfortunate for
the student body not to elect
Terry as the Executive VicePresident.
He has proven
himself through his position
as the Committee Chair of
Academic Affairs, has received
r.e sounding support from the
current SGA and its past leaders, including the man whose
position he 'd be filling ,
Ibrahim Diallo ' 11 , and
d emands re s pect from the
administra tion and faculty for
his outstanding academic and
personal record. He is s ure to
be an extremely effective vice
president.

Yale a Capable Competitor for V.P. Trinity Loses the M.R.S.
MORGAN COLLINS '10

alive. He can be anything he
wants and not be limited by the
so-called real world. In reality,
You probably know Will Yale you can live your whole life in
as the ever-present campaigner the real world, and never really
who can't stop talking
know yourself. You
about politics. On the
Will believes in can just get by with
high school stage, he's a middle course - living like a zombie,
been shot with his
never
knowing
pants down in bed with to challenge the what you're pasthe shooter 's fiance, administration, sionate about, what
and in Trinity musicals but "towards pro- you're capable of.
played the drugged out
Above all Will is
ductive ends,"
guy wh o sleeps with
t ruly
passionate
two girls a nigh t. Just realizing that a ll about this school.
this past weekend, he m e mbers of the He joined the SGA
played a Boy Scout college communi- his first seme ster,
with an unfortunate ty h ave the same and i mmediately
erection .
He h as
began work on After
played so many se, ual- goals a n d m issio n . Office Hours, a proized and druggie chargram designed t o
acters in all t he shows that h e's reimburs students who take
done that maybe he is being a their professors t o dinner.
little typecast. However, t he Having personally used its proshows he does make him feel gram, I can say from experience
CONTRIBUTT G WRITER

that it is a fantastic way to furSARAH QUIRK '11
ther
meaningful
dialogue
CONTRJBUTING WRITER
between students and professors.
Prior to being accepted to
Will also knows what he's Trinity, during that fateful pericapable of. Last spring, he od of time in which the majority
assumed the chair of the of my pleasure reading was conAcademic Affairs Committee. sumed by the Princeton Review
He was one of two freshmen on Guide (seriously, it was pleasure
the Steering Board, a body of reading), I remember hearing
committee chairs and vice-pres- about a certain piece of informaidents that form strategy. While tion that I thought would be a
he was chair, Will realized that nice bonus to attending Trinity
a leader's primary responsibili- College. Not only does Trinity
ty is to facilitate individual sen- 1 offer a B.A. in various fields of
ators' passions - not to impose study, but it also offers an
an agenda . Learning to listen M.R.S. t o countless Trinity
h as been a key element of his fe males. According to what I'd
heard, many Trinity gra dates
political education.
Will's experience with lead- return to the Chapel one last
ership is as much forme d by time post-graduation with t heir
positive revelations as negative college sweet heart to tie t he
knot, marking the beginning of
the long life they will lead
see YALE'S on page 5
together, with their WASP-y

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I have worked with Terry
Reilly '12 on the SGA for only
a short amount of time, but in
his one semester at the helm
of the Academic Affairs
Committee, he has successfully caught my attention as a
capable,
passionate,
and
trustworthy leader.
He has been a key advocate, and often the driving
force in establishing that all
textbook ISBN numbers will
be available to students during pre-registration (meaning
that you can order your books
from alternative sources other
than the bookstore before the
semester begins).
Reilly has also ensured
that course syllabi will be
online to help students during
pre-registration, so that you
can get a better feel for a class
before registering.
Furthermore, he has established that course evaluations
with student's comments will
be made public, so you'll have
access to further information
on a course, its requirements,
and the professor before
enrolling.
Reilly also started a
Textbook Reserve Program in
the library, meaning the textbooks most often utilized by
students with the largest price
tags are now available in the
library for free.
Lastly, Reilly allowed for
students to have access to the
registrar's forms in the basement of Mather, so that you
have one less reason to make
the walk to Trinity Commons .
Terry's accomplishments
are immense, which is a testament to the good repitoirehe
has cultivated with the
administration and faculty
during his
time
as
a
Committee Chair.
He will
continue to be effective as the
Executive Vice President due

I

I

family whose children's names
are picked out based on their
monogram.
Knowing the caliber of the
stereotypical Trinity male, I
can't say I was disappointed.
However, three years into my
college career, I find myself
wanting to know who the hell
told me that. During some airport downtime last semester
(yeah, I went abroad, I'm so
unbelievably cool), my friends
and I tried to name serious couples in our grade. I think we listed two. And t o be honest , I don't
t hink either of them is headed
to t he Chapel in t he near fut ure,
sorry. In fact, in my experience
at Trinity, the best way to
describe how "serious couples"
are viewed by the rest of our
.
.
pronnscuous campus communr

see SOUGHT-AFTER on page 5

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Going Abroad at Home SGA Fails to Meet Its Own Standards
Fosters New Outlook
JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10
SENIOR EDITOR

JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11

impact on young students'
lives (contact Jake Prosnit
'12 about this, if you're curi·
This summer I made a ous).
last·minute decision, one I
I may not have seen the
have not (yet) regretted: I Amalfi Coast; I may not have
decided I would not go abroad walked the streets of Vienna,
this spring semester. The Paris, or London; I may not
decision was more visceral have bathed in the Caribbean
than reasoned. I do not harbor or scorched my skin under a
any doubt towards
I did, however,
South
American
those who find
learn a worthsun. I did, however,
going
abroad
learn a worthwhile
I, m
while lesson
.
re d ee ming1esson that the
sure it is, in most
that the OIP
Office
of
cases-but it didn't
(unintentional- Intern at ion a 1
feel right to me. So
ly) conceals:
Programs ( 0 IP)
I chose to stay here
(unintentionally)
at Trinity for the
It's perfectly
conceals: Its perentirety
of my
possible to go
fectly possible to go
Junior year.
abroad without abroad
without
Last semester I
going
anywhere,
to
going anymight as well have
find foreign spaces
been
abroad.
where.
in what we trick
Meaning: last semester at ourselves into thinking is a
Trinity was unlike any of the consistent or repetitive reali·
semesters that I have experi· ty.
enced since my freshman
So to everyone who left
year. The Vernon Houses last semester: Welcome back.
opened and brought fresh life If being abroad taught you
to a street typically devoted anything, I'm assuming it
only to "weekend fun" or to relates somehow to the obsermy English classes, while vation that our little private
houses helped me find some· sphere here at Trinity College
thing between the fun and the is ephemeral, that there's a
classwork. I met people I had real world going on out there
never met; I moved into an that we observe in small
apartment with two people I flashes in books, on the tele·
only vaguely knew and soon vision; that, ultimately, our
came to consider close friends; small Trinity-world is defi·
I saw a student art gallery nitely not the only one. And
arranged by my friends; I also, probably, that other
went to concerts; I volun· countries are really fun. But
teered at an outstanding, stu· add to that lesson one more,
dent·run mentoring organiza · which all of us non·abroaders
tion at the M.D. Fox School, a had to confront: You can still
Hartford, Conn. school that go abroad while remaining
clearly appreciates the stu· here, but the ticket prices are
dents who had the motivation much cheaper and there is no
to help us make a positive exchange rate.
STAFF WRITER

COMING NEXT
WEEK...

We're supposed to think the
Student
Government
Association (SGA) isn't doing
anything productive. We are
supposed to think of them as
people working in vain against
an apathetic student body and
an administration with no
money. I would major many
students, particularly underclassmen, couldn't name who
the SGA president is (Andrew
Grubin '10), who the Vice
President of the EAC is (Chase
Caillouette '10), what any of
the executive positions actual·
ly do, or who fill the other
three steering board positions,
Executive Vice President, Vice
President of Finance, and Vice
President of Multicultural
Affairs (MAC). But don't feel
so bad, Trinity College commu·
nity; Grubin couldn't tell you
who fills those last three posi·
tions either, because currently,
nobody does.
The
Executive
Vice
President went abroad, fair.
The Vice President of MAC
stepped down, sure, whatever.
The Vice President of Finance
was vindictively kicked out
last semester by an SGA that

takes themselves far too seri·
ously. An inte'gral part of a
"Student Government" is the
adjective describing the noun:
Student. Being a student
means a few things. First,
your power isn't all that real.
It is real within in the bounds
of the College, and assuming
that the administration-that
is, those with actual powersay it's okay. Another integral
part of "student" is learning.
Our time here is learning
experience, and we exist in a
community designed to let us
make mistakes, to fall and get
back up. For the SGA to
remove a candidate, one who
was clearly not very popular
(she won her election by only
ten votes over a significantly
less experienced opponent),
just screams bully. The way
the Tripod handled the situa ·
tion was no better, quoting
Facebook statuses and effectively pointing fingers at our
classmate and kicking her
while down. We don't put
together the Tripod to pretend
to be professional journalists,
we do it as an exercise in a
program that may be geared
towards that, but most likely
not. Similarly, the SGA does
not exist in order to be a gold·

en shining example of govern·
ment, but rather an exercise in
government. In both areas,
members are allowed to make
mistakes, because they are, as
students, allowed to make mis·
takes, and to learn. That's the
point of all this, after all.
Removal doesn't teach any·
one anything, or breed any·
thing but disdain and distrust.
And now, because the SGA
thinks far too highly of them·
selves to let one of their own, a
member for seven semesters,
trip and get back up, they all
but exposed her publicly, stole
her jacket, scarf, and mittens,
and shoved her out into the
cold. Because of the vindictiveness of our student "represen·
tatives," any type of productively has effectively been
delayed. From my short time
in the Senate I can tell you
that the Finance job is the
most technical, so whoever is
elected in the upcoming spe·
cial election will have to be
trained quickly. The woman
who held the job before the
ousted is abroad, and the one
before her was ousted too. If
the SGA is ousting people for
patterns
of unacceptable
behavior, maybe they ought to
oust themselves.

Ford Launches a Bid for the Senate
ZACH SONENSHINE '11
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Who is a New Yorker?
That's something that New
Yorkers will debate as newcomers like Harold Ford Jr. try to
do what Hillary Clinton did in
2000-mmre there, buy a home
and launch a bid for one of the
most coveted offices in the
American political landscape.
We New Yorkers are remark
ably non·parochial about a lot
of things, casting a strong net
for t~ent above all else. The
New York Yankees refers to
where the Yank~es play, not
where they players come from,
and most of those high paid
men in pinstripes are not
homegrown New Yorkers at all,
and that's just fine. But a ball
club has some 25 members; our
Senate seats are two in num·
her. To compete in the latter
ballgame, only really special
outsiders need apply.
As talk has.emerged in New
York political circles of a poten·
tial Senate bid by Harold Ford,
Jr., the former Congressman
from Tennessee, the debate is
shifting to the question just
how much "roots in the community" warrants a bid. At least
in recent decades, the august
office of U.S. Senator from New
York has been held mostly by
native New Yorkers and occasionally by the likes of Robert
Kennedy of Massachusetts and
Clinton of Pittsburgh, PA by
way of Chicago, Little Rock,
and Washington. The ultimate
answer to how much of a New
Yorker one needs to be likely
depends on what else is on
one's resume - and it had better be very impressive stuff.

Certainly, Harold Ford's combined with her gestures of
rumored candidacy for Senate humility and novelty to New
has raised many eyebrows in York garnered political sup·
New York and has been the port.
source of inquiry. A flurry of
Without a doubt, Ford has a
questions have arisen about strong network in New York.
both Ford's political ideology About a quarter of his contribuand his connection with New tions from his time in
York. Perhaps the only thing Tennessee came from New
left unscathed is Ford's politi: York, and he has maintained
cal literacy (though even this those connections.
Mayor
has not been up to par). Though Bloomberg seemingly supports
in recent weeks, Ford's obvious his candidacy and he seems to
novelty to New York sensibifr be heavily backed hy ' Ne~ York
ties and New York politics seem power couple, Steve . Rattner
to have taken front seat.
and Maureen White.
Still, Ford seems to be con·
On Jan. 12th, 2010 The
New York Times ran an inter- fusing high profile contributors
view with Ford - a
with the power of the
We New
golden opportunity
electorate.
Perhaps
that Ford utterly
Yorkers are
Mayor
Bloomberg
squandered.
In
knows this best. He
remarkably
the interview, Ford
outspent his opponent
non-parochial
14 to one in the
comes across as
about a lot of November election and
elitist and pre·
things, castonly won by a five point
sumptuous. When
asked if he had
margin.
ing a strong
Since his complete
been to Staten
net for talent
flop in The New York
Island,
Ford
above all else.
replied, "I landed
Times, Ford has stayed
there in a helicoprelatively low profile.
He has embarked on an upstate
ter, so I can say yes."
This was Ford's opportunity tour and seems to be trying to
to introduce himself to New recalibrate his image to
Yorkers, much like Clintons account for his recent P.R. dis"listening tour" before her run aster, though my guess is it's
for Senate. It was an opportu· too little too late.
nity to show humility but ambiFord, an outsider, failed in
tion, novelty but prowess. making a good first impression
Instead, the political gaffs pro· and, while the electorate can be
ceed to make him the second forgiving, he may have dug his
coming of Sarah Palin.
own grave on this one. New
Both Clinton and RFK were York may be accepting of forhumble in their approach (and eign influence; however, this is
had a resume to beat). RFK not an open invitation. Ford's
was introduced and endorsed limited national standing comby former New York Senator, bined with his arrogant first
Daniel Patrick Moynihan. impression may be the death of
Clinton had less of an introduc- his candidacy even before it
tion, but her national appeal begins.
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Yale's "Middle Course"
continued from page 3
examples.
One example is
highly contentious with other
senators and the administra·
tion, the other, overly conciliatory. Will believes in a middle
course to challenge the administration, but "towards productive ends," realizing that all
members of the college community have the same goals and
mission.
Will's history of political
organizing informs his understanding of campus organizing.
He realizes that in order to get
an agenda past administrators,
the SGA needs to rally students and faculty behind popu lar causes. He knows that the
SGA is infinitely more likely to
succeed in its goals if senators
walk into meetings with surveys of student opinion, better
examples at peer institutions,
and budgets of money saved.
This, combined with goals that
set high standards, are what
will make the SGA a better
advocate for students.
Perhaps in order to make a
difference you have to shatter
reality and live beyond conventional expectations. Will Yale
and many past politicians have

aspired to do
this. Theodore
Roosevelt
called it "the
strenuous
life."
Musical
theater isn't
just a hobby
Will happens
to enjoy on the
side. It is central to his experience. It
informs every action he takes.
Is he living a comfortable,
staid life? Or is he seizing
every opportunity and changing how the game is played?
Midway through high school,
he realized that maintaining
the status quo in life would
result in just the status quo
and a perfectly ordinary life.
This is fine in and of itselfhe's told me that he grew up in
a perfectly ordinary family
with perfectly ordinary parents, but he clearly feels an
innate drive to seek higher
challenges and to aspire to
greater possibilities.
Will
truly believes in the potential
of his work to improve students' lives at Trinity and he
has genuine concern and love
for our school.

Sought-After Degree Long Gone
continued from page 3
ty would be like lepers. I under
stand that might seem harsh,
but if we get too close, their values of monogamous relationships, respect, and dare I say
love, might actually rub off on
the rest of us that went out in
hopes of scoring some strange
action. And God forbid that
should·happen.
But given that Trinity has
changed so little in the past 30
years in regards to social norms
and our beloved stereotypes, I
don't want to completely disregard the M.R.S. At least I'd
rather not .. . I'm a Sociology
major, clearly I'm not hoping to
be out in the work force for too
long if you know what I mean.
So, assuming the most coveted
degree still exists, I can only
assume that 10 years from now
I'm going to be sitting in a bar
in New York, N.Y. when a cer
tain well-dressed individual off
in the distance wearing Ray
Bans with Croakies will catch
my eye, who after a little while
I'll realize was a nameless
DFMO of mine from college. I
suppose we'll get to talking
about how meaningful our
drunken encounter wasn't and

in what frat it occurred, and try
to recall if we went home
together. But we'll probably
both be thinking of someone
else. Regardless, I can only
assume that after a short discussion of Nantucket vs.
Martha's Vineyard we'll both
suddenly abandon our noncommittal values that were so
strongly enforced upon us dur
ing college, start dating and
end up married in two years
with a
Charles Walker
MacDonald III, who we'll call
Chip, on the way.
If that's the likely course of
action, all I can say is everyone,
keep up the good work and we'll
all be happily married in notime, headed to the Chapel not
with our college sweetheart,
but our college booty call. Still,
part of me doubts that the passion that was had at AD's jungle party or the Hall's Hall-0Ween will transfer on into our
future lives; though that would
be ideal (what can I say, I'm a
costume enthusiast). So, I think
it's time that the girls of Trinity
College stop believing this
"Chapel of Love" (by the Dixie
Cups) inspired fallacy and
accept the M.R.S as a degree of
the past, back when chivalry

was still "in," though Will Smith
has fought hard to keep it stylish.
And ironically enm.i.gh, when
I went back through some of my
old college books, I found a cute
little blurb I apparently over
looked in "The Insider's Guide
to the Colleges," compiled by
the staff of The Yale Daily
News, that really sums Trinity
up well. 'I\vo quotes from cer
tain Trinity upperclassmen
stood out to me the most. The
first, "There is not a thing called
love at Trinity" (keep in mind "I
Believe in a Thing Called Love"
by the Darkness came out that
year) and the second, slightly
more direct "... the sexual activity at Trinity is among the highest in the known universe."
Based on my reading skills, it's
no wonder I'm not currently
writing for The Yale Daily
News. I guess JUST a B.A. from
Trinity College and passablesocial skills will have to suffice.
*Leprosy is not actually contagious. This is a common misconception caused by a general
avoidance of those with leprosy
due to how unattractive and
unfortunate a disease it is.
Thus, my metaphor still
applies.

LONG THE LONG WALK: Students' New Year's Resolutions
"To get better grades."
Ross
Matthews '13
" To not exaggerate."
Francesca Tesone '11
"Drop three dress sizes."
Russel Bennum '10

"To live in
the moment."

"Go to
church
more
often"

Virginia Lee
&Alicia
Maestri '11

Michael
Galluzzo
'12

"''To remember my nights."
Andrew Kelly '13

"To get a job after I graduate."
Carolyn Silverman '10

"To be more organized."
Georgia Zeavin '12

"To make healthier
choices In Mather."
Co nor
Systrom '13

"Stay away from
candy!"
Tim Costello '12

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Prof. Dworin Awarded Grant from Nat'l Endowment for the Arts
GREG MONIZ '11
NEWS CO TRIB UTOR

Professor of Theater and
Dance Judy Dworin was
recently awarded a $10,000
grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
to help finance the latest collaborative arts project by her
non-profit organization, the
Judy Dworin Performance
Project (JDPP).
The project, entitled "In
This House," will be a mix of
dance, song, and spoken word
explaining the historical and
racial significance of one of
Connecticut's oldest standing
houses, the Joshua Hempsted
House in New London.
The house has a dynamic
history dating back to its construction in 1678. Since then,
the story of the house and its
residents have been indicative
of the highs and lows of the
African-American struggle.
In 1727, Hempsted purchased Adam Jackson, a black
slave who lived with the family
in the house. Until his death,
Hempsted kept incredibly
detailed journals that chronicled both his and Jackson's
daily life.
In 1758, Jackson was freed
when
Hempsted
died.
Subsequent Hempsted genera-

tions became active abolitionists, establishing a school for
black children in the frame
house, advocating on behalf of
the Africans on the Amistad,
and assisting in the publication
of an anti-slavery newspaper.
The neighborhood surrounding
the house is now integrated
and interracial.
Dworin intends to tell the
story by making the house the
narrator and by incorporating
Hempsted's writings.
"On a set that suggests the
house, projected angled views
of the actual Hempsted house
and pages of the rare and beautifully preserved diary of
Joshua Hempsted will be juxtaposed with images that evoke
the tensions that slavery and
racism have produced in our
culture
for
generations,"
Dworin said.
Dworin hopes to shift the
focus of race struggles from its
historically Southern base to
an area closer to home, the
small port city on the
Southeastern
Connecticut
coast.
"Often the perception is
that slavery in this country
was a Southern phenomenon.
This was not the case and "In
This House" reveals that as it
examines the relationship of
Joshua Hempsted and Adam

COURTESY OF CARLA IOVINELLA

Judy Dworin has been awarded a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.

Jackson," she said.
Assisting Dworin will be
the musical director of Women
of the Cross, Leslie Bird. The
Women of the Cross is a group
of gospel a cappella singers.
The project will also feature
a variety of guests from the
regional
African -American

Prof. Mertens Wins Senate Nomination
ALLISON PICKENS '12
NEWS EDITOR

Trinity tenured professor of
Engineering John Mertens
recently won the nomination of
the Connecticut for Lieberman
Party (CFL) in Connecticut's
first open United States Senate
seat in 30 years.
At the CFL's statewide caucus in Hartford last week,
Mertens secured a spot on the
November ballot, becoming the
first official nominee for the
U.S. Senate.
"I'm the first person in the
country to earn a ballot line for
the U.S. Senate," Mertens said.
Mertens, who understands
his
chance
at
securing
Democrat
Christopher
J.
Dodd's seat is slim, hopes to
win at least one percent of the
vote in order to secure the CFL
a place on the 2012 ballot.
Mertens is also seeking
nomination
for
the
Independent Party, the Green
Party, and the Libertarian
Party.
The CFL was created four
years ago after U.S. Senator
Joseph I. Lieberman lost the
Democratic primary.
Since then, Lieberman has
abandoned the party and
Mertens is currently heading
the party.
The race for the Connecticut

COURTESY O F JOH N MERTENS

Mertens hopes for support and change.

Senate seat recently became a
free-for-all when incumbent
Dodd· withdrew from the race
on Jan. 6 instead of running for
a sixth term.
Currently, Attorney General
Richard Blumenthal is planning to run for the seat as a
Democrat. Also planning to run
for the Democratic nomination
is Trinity alumnus Merrick
Alpert from Mystic, Conn.
For the Republican nomination, three Connecticut Citizens
are running: Linda McMahon of
Greenwich, Conn. who recently
left her position as the chief
executive officer of World
Wrestling Entertainment, Inc.;

former state representative
and member of Congress from
eastern
Connecticut
Rob
Simmons; and Fairfield County
stockbroker Peter Schiff who is
considering running at this
point.
Mertens'
campaign
is
focused largely on "quantitative
analysis and calm, objective
problem solving," according to
Mertens.
"I'm different. I do not want
to be a career politician. I am
not
a
Democrat
or
a
Republican. I'm a problem
solver. I want to force members
of Congress to be responsible,
and implement real solutions to
real problems," Mertens said.
He is hoping to bypass party
politics and focus on issues
such as drug law reform, environmental protection, the spiraling economy, and health care
reform.
"The health care issue is
bigger than most people think
[. . .] we are facing a 36 trillion
dollar shortfall in Medicare
over the next 25 years,"
Mertens said.
Mertens' positions on 30 key
issues and problems can be
viewed on his Web site
www.mertens2010.com.
Mertens has been a member
of the Trinity faculty since 1990
and taught Public Policy courses in the late 90s.

community, including residents
of the neighborhood surrounding the house.
The award is the first
national grant that the JDPP
has received and comes from
one of the most respectable and
esteemed arts agencies in the
country.

Dworin hopes to use the
money for both the construction of the project and for getting its message out into the
community. "The grant award
will allow for the research and
development of the piece and
especially supports its outreach
to underserved populations,"
she said.
Though the focal point of
the project is a house that is
over 330 years old, Dworin sees
the story as something rooted
in modernity, a piece of a history of a people and a struggle
that is still being felt.
"It is a story that echoes and
reverberates within our present reality as we experience a
historic surge forward with our
first African-American president," she said. "In This House"
seeks to provoke discussion and
deeper understanding of how
we can evolve from the base
and immoral roots of slavery to
a world in which we can, in
fact, bridge the racial divide."
Dworin is currently on sabbatical as she develops the
project, which is scheduled to
premiere in April 2011 at the
Charter Oak Cultural Center
in Hartford. In addition to the
scheduled five performances,
Dworin hopes to take the show
back to its true roots in New
London, Conn.

llllflll PllICE

UPllTI
Jmt.31:

~are~- fora New Haven man
& ~on Jan. 31. Orlando
Rodriguez. 347 is a Hispanic male approximately s'B" tan with black hair and brown
eyes.

Jan.31:
A pede&trian was struck by a vehicle on
Freshwater Boulevard at 5:30 p.m. The

injured pedestrian is undergoing surgery at
Baystate Medical Center in Springfield,
Mass.

Feb.1 :
Police are currently searching for four males
involved in an armed robbery at a Queen
Street branch of Webster Bank at noon on
Feb. 1. The assailants fled in a vehicle.
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President Jones Announces 2011 Fiscal Budget
STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10
SENIOR EDITOR

The Board of Trustees has ratified
the budget for Fiscal Year 2011,
according to an email sent by
President James F. Jones, Jr. to the
Trinity community on Jan. 25.
In an economy that has seen both
Harvard
University
and
Yale
University lose close to 30 percent of
their respective endowment values, all
colleges and universities faced difficult
decisions when it came to choosing
which areas would bear the financial
brunt of the losses.
Trinity's already relatively meager
endowment fell 22.8 percent from
approximately $413 million in Fiscal
Year 2008 to approximately $319 million in Fiscal Year 2009, according to
the National Association of College
and University Business Officers and
Commonfund Institute .
Fellow New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) schools
Williams College and Amherst College
fell from $1.8 billion to $1.4 billion anct
$1.7 billion to $1.3 billion over .the
same time period, respectively.
Vice President for Finance and
Operations and Treasurer Paul
Mutone explained in a meeting with
The Trinity Tripod on Dec. 17, 2009,
that the Planning and Budget Council
(PBC), which creates the budget proposal that the Board of Trustees eventually votes for or against, was able to
eliminate permanently $5 million in
future spending as well as reallocating
an additional $6 million.
In essence, the PBC was able to

reduce spending by almost $11 million. earnings available for general use are,
The College will be lowering the spend according to Mutone, "alarmingly low."
rate on the endowment from 5.4 per- Because many of the donations the
cent to 5 percent of its June 30 value to College receives are endowed for speallow the fund to grow more quickly.
cific purposes, less than two percent of
The operating budget for FY2011 the full endowment is actually under
will be $112,270,000, down approxi- the College's control.
Specifically, need-based financial
mately .06 percent, or $70,000 from
aid has not taken a hit for next year,
FY2010's budget of $112,340,000.
In his email, Jones explained the although Trinity is still not and will
three principles that guided the PBC not be in the foreseeable future needin' its decisions: "Within the 'limits of olind.
In addition, the Presidential
available resources, we must do what
we can to protect the academic core of . Scholars program, which provides
Trinity. We must sustain Trinity's com- four-year merit-based full scholarships
mitm~nt to financial aid. The budget : to a small group of students each year,
must balance, meaning specifically will welcome six students to the Class
that Trinity cannot spend above its of 2014, instead of the usual goal of 12.
means."
Overall, the College will target an
The road to approval of the budget additional 10 students, increasing the
was a long one. The PBC met weekly First-year class size from 570 to 580.
for most of the fall semester, hearing Close to 50 percent of the adjunct propresentations from many groups and fessors will be let go, and the faculty
programs on campus, before ultimate- who remain will face a salary freeze
and benefit reduction.
ly .settling on the final budget cuts.
After the PBC voted 11-0 with one
'!'.he ·college is offering an early
member absent on Nov: 17, 2009, to re~irement plan to faculty whose age
recommend its projected budget to and number of years of service at
Jones, he spent roughly a week Trinity equal 75.
Amid these cuts, Trinity has creatreviewing it before he proposed it to
the Finance Committee of the Board, a ed t he Strategic Initiative Plant Fund,
subcommittee of the Board of which sets aside money to improve the
Trustees. The Finance Committee of condition of classrooms, labs, and
the Board supported the proposal other learning spaces on campus.
unanimously on Dec. 15, and the 33The school also doubled the
member full Board finally voted unan- deferred maintenance fund , which proimously to ratify it at its regular win- vides for unexpected problems like the
ter meeting in New York, N.Y. in Long Walk renovation two years ago.
More specific details about how the
January.
Although the endowment amounts reductions in spending will affect indito close to $346 million as of Nov. 30, vidual academic departments are
2009, the unrestricted accumulated expected to be forthcoming.
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News In Brief--Hartford Hospital Pays $1.56 Mil

Hartford Stage to be Renovated

University of Rhode Island

Castleton State College

Amanda Dobrzanski, a 20-yearold URI student from Greenwich,
Conn., was murdered by her father
in an attempted murder-suicide on
Dec. 30. Adam Dobrzanski, 55,
was charged with first-degree murder when his suicide attempt
failed . He appeared in court on
Monday, Jan. 4.

A student at Castleton State
College Kevin J. Magee, 21, was
charged with sexual assault without
consent on Nov. 6. He pleaded not
guilty Monday in Rutland District
Court. Magee was released under the
conditions of a 9 p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew
and that he not purchase, possess, or
consume alcohol.

A jury awarded $1.56 million to the
estate of a 44-year-old East Hartford
woman who died while under the care of
Hartford Hospital m 2004. Caroline
Johnson, the victim, did not receive potassium while in the emergency room after
suffering cardiac arrest, even though blood
work showed that her levels were danger
ously low. Doctors initially attempted to
discharge Johnson, but she refused. She
was found unresponsive hours later.

In June, Hartford Stage will begin
the first phase of a $4 million renova tion. The construction will include the
addition of a city-owned parking area,
more bathroom space, and a lobby
expansion. Other additions
will
upgrades to the lighting, audio equipment, and heating and air-conditioning
systems. This is the first physical
upgrade for the theater in 1 7 years, and
is expected to be completed by October.

University of Southern Maine

St. Bonaventure University

U.S. to Reimburse Hospitals

16 Killed in Mexico City Attack

A female student at the University
of Southern Maine was assaulted and
robbed by an unknown male in the
early morning ofJan. 25, according to
Campus Safety reports. The assailant
allegedly struck the victim in the face
then stole money and other items
from her wallet. The incident is currently under investigation.

The
Allegheny
Police
Department has made an arrest in
an alleged rape that ocurred on
Saturday,
Jan .
23
at
St.
Bonaventure University's Devereux
Hall, according to a university
Emergency
Notice
Board.
Information on the alleged rapist is
unknown.

In response to the disaster in Haiti, the
federal government of the United States
announced on Monday, Feb. 1, that all
American hospitals that treat Haitian victims with life-threatening injuries will be
fully reimbursed. This offer allows for more
hospitals to provide aid to Haitian
patients, and comes days after complaints
from Florida officials that their hospitals
were overwhelmed with patients.

Over a dozen gunmen sealed off a street
in Ciudad Juarez, just off the border of
Mexico City, and opened fire on a high
school house party on the night of Monday,
Feb. 1. Thirteen victims died at the scene,
and three more died of their injuries in the
hours afterwards. Though there are no
clear motives yet, officials claim that the
attack bore signs of drug violence that is
increasingly common throughout the city.

Hamilton College

Swarthmore College

The Hamilton College administration is changing its drug violation
policy, doling out harsher consequences for those caught with illegal
drugs on campus. There were 21
drug-related cases on campus last
year. Starting this year, students
caught with any other drug than
marijuana will be either suspended
or expelled .

For the second year in a row
Swarthmore College has been
named "Best Value Private
College" by the Princeton Review
and USA Today. Publisher of the
Princeton Review Robert Franek
said a college's "value" is determined from student surveys that
rate academics, cost, and financia l
aid.

New Zealand Teen Fights Shark Actor Elmore "Rip" Torn Arrested
Lydia Ward, a 14-year-old, survived
a bite from a shark on the afternoon of
Monday, Feb. 1, by repeatedly bashing
the shark's head with her body board
until it released her. Ward was swimming off of Oreti Beach in New Zealand
with her brother when a broad-nosed
seven gill shark bit her hip. Though the
bite penetrated Ward's skin, no stitches
were necessary.

Elmore ''Rip" Torn, 78, a famed actor
known for roles including parts in Men In
Black and "30 Rock'', was arrested on
Friday, Jan. 29, for trespassing in a
Salisbury, Conn. bank. Troopers found
Torn inside Litchfield Bancorp with a
loaded .22 revolver and a BAC at 2.5 times
the legal limit. Reports state that due to
the construction of the bank, Torn thought
the building was his home.
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Why the 1960s?
The '60s were a turbulent
time for the entire country, and
surely had a unique effect on college students. Here, we take a
glance through a few Trinity
yearbooks and Tripod issues
from the decade. They reveal the
social and political divides that
existed on campus, and that
may still linger in some respects.
Monumental changes have
occurred, such as the 1969
switch to co-education and a
stark improvement in our
squash record. Now, there is a
far more diverse student body,
the campus has expanded
upwards and outwards, and the
list of course offerings has
grown extensively. And we see
that some things haven't
changed, like the movement
toward lowering the drinking
age and our affinity for TupSiders.
Most importantly, looking
back gives us the opportunity to
look forward with stronger feelings of unity. While the Trinity
population of the '60s was
entirely male and predominant-ly white, it would be difficult for
any student not to identify with
them in some way. Our time at

I
I
I

I
I
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1960s
College
Night:
AHow.To

Trinity has tied us to our alum· I
ni, whether we spent it lounging 1
Taking fashion cues from
on the sunny Quad, attending ~ yearbooks from the '60s, female
I
the Jorts party or football party attendees should dress
1
games, cozying up with a 1 conservatively. Think Jackie 0.,
prospective weekend fling, or 1 with pearls, tweed, and pillbox
walking to class on a freezing hats if possible. Skirts or dresswinter afternoon. These are the 1 es are in the dress code, pants
common experiences that con- or jeans are forbidden. Men:
nect us to each other and past break out your best skinny ties
Trinity students.
and sports coats, taking cues
Pictures, articles and ads from Otter of "Animal House."
provide a first-hand opportunity Use the wardrobe in this movie
to see how much progress has as your guide.
The right music will defibeen made, and possibilites for
where the school can go next. nitely set the mood for this
Could the Campus Climate occasion, and the selection
Committee have been formed should ideally be entirely vinyl.
during the same time one young , In a pinch, an iPod will suffice
Trinity man wrote of the need as long as the music is erafor maids in the interest of "gen- appropriate. The Beatles, The
tlemanly conduct"? While col- Beach Boys, The Rolling
lege certainly should be a fun Stones, The Temptations, and
four years, a school as old and as Motown hits on the soundtrack
deeply rooted in tradition as to "The Big Chill" can serve as
Trinity should be appreciated on the musical foundation for the
a higher level as well. For this evening. Th really prove your
reason, we are looking forward dedication to the theme, dancto featuring several decades of 1 ing styles should be limited to
Trinity student life, captured by I the Twist, the Funky Chicken,
yearbooks, old Tripods, and I the Monkey, and the Mashed
other publications. We hope you I Potato. See the Internet for
enjoy the stroll down Long 1 detailed instructions.
1
Walks past.
The drink of the evening
1
should be sherbet punch, a classic party favorite, the recipe for
which can be found to the right.
Wine, old-fashioneds, and gin
and tonics should also be made
available. To satiate party·
goers' hunger, consider serving
pigs-in-a-blanket, which first
became popular in America in
the 1950s. You can buy frozen
ones or make your own, simply
constructed from hot dogs and
crescent rolls, cutting the crescent dough in pieces, wrapping
them around the quartered hot
dogs, and baking at 350 degrees
for ten minutes.

Above and below: 1964 Trinity Ivy
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Trinity
2
Univ. of Toronto
3
Navy
3
Yale
3
Wesleyan
3
Williams
0
Army
1
Amherst
9
Fordham
9
Seton Hall
4
Wesleyan
M.l.T.
5
lost 8
Won3
Coach: Roy Oath
Captain: J. Player Crosby
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6
6
6
6
9
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0
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Guess Trinity squash wasn't always so hot...

Tripod '60s Punch
Ingredients:
Fruit Punch
Ginger Ale
Pineapple Juice
Frozen Pink Lemonade Concentrate
Frozen Limeade Concentrate
Rainbow Sherbet
Vodka (if 21 +)
After trying and testing this version of '60sstyle punch, you will trust us when we say ies
really swell. Mix the Fruit Punch, Ginger Ale,
Pineapple Juice, and Vodka in a large Punch
bowl. Add frozen concentrates, stirring to make
sure they dissolve well. Top with scoops of sherbet, letting them float like icebergs on the surface. Enjoy and drink away the pain of all those
bummer assassinations.

1967 Trinity Ivy

1967 Trinity Ivy
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Senior Poet, Creative Writing Major, Wins Statewide Contest
continued from page 1

-thing I was experiencing in Barcelona
so coming at an abroad experience from
that standpoint where everything felt
violent to me and everything was super
intense, I couldn't process it except
through poetry."
The shift second semester to the
southern city of Cordoba provided Rocha
with yet another perspective, though she
fought hard against going back to the
Iberian Peninsula. ''My dad literally had
to drag me, had to get a special pass to
come through security, drag me to the
plane to come back to Spain cause I was
crying the whole time. This did not help
me to make any friends. [. . .] I was a bitch
for the first ten days. Then it turned out
to be the best time of my life."
"[Being in Cordoba] was also a really
great way for me to relax and start to
appreciate being in Spain and Spain
and what that was doing for me. So I got
a lot more writing going. By the time I
was in Cordoba I was back into fiction a
lot." The shift in location and comfort
corresponded to her chosen medium. "I
think that for poetry you don't have to
be able to process yourself in order to
write and I think that for fiction you
have to have some sort of handle on
what you mean and what you think and
the characters you are trying to put
together to understand things you have
to have a grasp on that when you start."
Coming back from abroad, Rocha
was excited by the addition of Berry, a
published poet who previously taught at
New York University, to the Creative
Writing faculty. "I had heard really good
things about him," she said, "so even
though it was his first semester at

Trinity, I went there the first day and
was like, please just be my advisor, I
have no one else, I believe in you."
Rocha's poetry thesis is a 40-page
collection titled "Secondhand Bones."
By Rocha's estimation, "Much of the
poetry of Secondhand Bones is the product of struggle. There is struggle within
the poems, between the poems, and
serving as one of the organizing factors
behind the collection." Rocha's collection
was also inspired by the poetry of Anne
Sexton, Sylvia Plath, and Denise

Levertov.
Rocha drew poems from "Secondhand
Bones" for submission to the Connecticut
Poetry ' Circuit student competition.
Rocha was selected as the Trinity nominee to the Circuit, and then as one of the
five winners. For the past 40 years the
Circuit has sent their winners on tour
around the state to read their work.
Trinity was the first stop on this year's
tour.
Last Thursday, Rocha and her fellow
winners, representing the University of

COURTESY OF KRISTIN ROCHA '10

Rocha, pictured here in Spain, was greatly influenced by her time abroad and it is reflected in her poetry.

SEE YOURSELF
IN PRINT!
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Submit your First-Year Seminar Papers
to the First-Year Papers Journal.
(Limit 2 papers per student.)
All genres welcome:
creative fiction, argument papers, reviews,
Reacting Seminar speeches, and others.
We will also consider art work.

Deadline: March 1, 2010
Submit Word documents via email to
patricia.burns@trincoll.edu
or
erin.valentino@trincoll.edu

Reminder: Work must have been produced for your First-Year Seminar.

Hartford,
Yale
University,
and
Connectictut College, read selections
from their work at Smith House. The
winner from Southern Connecticut
State University did not read. For
Rocha, sharing her work through a
poetry reading is a unique chance to
enhance the work. "If you're not adding
anything to the voice, you might as well
just let each person walk in and hand
them a packet of your poems."
"I think that it's really important to
have a place that you go to when you're
reading your poetry. [. . .] As soon as I
start reading a poem I am back in the
place where I am like, this is my baby, I
wrote these words, I know where they're
coming from, I know what they mean,
and I know why I put them there, so I go
into a place where I'm very calm and my
voice plays to the poetry, and my voice
understands where the music is in that
poetry and how to work with it the best.
[. . .] The fun part is [getting] to add the
second element to the poem where like
if you hand your reader a poem they're
going to have a poem, it's all words you
put together, its your poem, but when
you're reading it you get to play, you get
to add the element of yourself in there."
Rocha plans to go on to a graduate
program to obtain a Masters of Fine
Arts in Fiction. "It's not an emotional
choice, it was something that I had to be
very logical about. I know that I'm
ready to go right into graduate school at
this point and I don't think that poetry
benefits as much from workshop settings as fiction does. If I'm going to be
putting myself in a possibly expensive
two-year intensive workshop, I would
rather be doing that for the area of writing that will benefit the most."

t.t
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Down The Road, Survival of a Vision From Page to Screen
screenwriting than novelistic writing. lost in translation. The dialogue is left interpretations formed in the reading.
That's okay. That's the direction creative mostly unaltered. McCarthy's conversa- From McCarthy's lucid outline, and
prose is headed. The observation that tional style makes use of brief alterna- with the computer graphics techniques
I watched a book, and I read a movie: McCarthy's stylistic elements translated tions and responses, leaving meaning now at their disposal, Penhill and
Broken vistas, petrified landscapes, so eloquently to the screen is an indica- mostly in the space of what isn't said. Hallcoat recreated the ash-choked
charred everything. Bleak and prophetic, _ tion of the cross-media strength of his Given the organic taste of the verbal world with a harrowing realism true to
The Road reveals a vision of a
exchanges between father the imagination. Though the movie
world devastated - abandoned
and son, Penhall had his remains dependent on its source, in
"They stood on the far shore·of a river and called
by its maker. Mankind is left for
work cut out for him. The many ways it enhances the reading.
to him. Tattered gods slouching in their rags across
dead, to fizzle out in a paroxysm
McCarthy's work heralds the next
rapidity of dialogue is fit to
of derelict hopes. The last bonds
the audiences' shorter atten- evolution of creative writing, a bluethe waste. Trekking the dried floor of a mineral sea
of human affection are tenuous,
tion span and ability to see print set out and informed by the growwhere it lay cracked and broken like a fallen plate.
receding from the phantom of a
beyond words. Mortensen is ing prevalence of movies as a part of our
Paths of feral fire in the coagulate sands. The figmocking legacy. Cinestudio
an adept actor, and Smit- shared American culture. Modern
ures faded in the distance. He woke and lay in the
opened the semester with a
McPhee and Theron deliver sophistications in movie-making techscreening of the movie adaptaoutstanding interpretations, nology and in storytelling techniques
dark."
tion of Cormac McCarthy's The
but
again their work was cut have enabled the seamless transfer of
- The Road, Cormac McCarthy
Road,
directed by John
out for them. The perfection novels to the screen. Penhill doesn't
Hillcoat.
of McCarthy's style is that in skew the story's artistic integrity, he
The Road is a fable for modern writing, a movie friendly style.
the details and behaviors he chooses to magnifies its impact.
McCarthy has proved himself over highlight there is often little debate
America, an expression of the author's
For its genius and its grandeur, The
dwindling optimism for the human con· the breadth of a 30-year tenure as chron- about what he intended the reader, now Road as a story remains terribly
dition. I don't believe it's too generous to icler of the American Southwest and an the actor, to infer. McCarthy's vision depressing. The movie delivers two
say that its popularity, as both book and educator of reality. His literary worth is leaves only the most profound interpre- hours of elegiac visuals, a grim expoblockbuster, indicate a confident step permanent. His writing figureheads the tation salient.
sure of the human condition. Don't
an embrace - of the era of the cinemat· fast-climbing synthesis of the novel and
A common complaint - almost an expect to leave the theater buoyant, and
ic novel. But what it may also represent the screenplay, and perhaps it even axiom - is that movies aren't, or can't expect a haunting compulsion to read
is a step away from the novel. Cinema is anticipates a crossing-over of the forms . be, as good as the book. Not so. The cine- the book cover to cover the same night,
finally able to reach the same expecta· But will cinema siphon readership as the ma adaptation complements the reading, straining it for any instance of redemptions of style and imagination as its liter combination of convenience and force and the reading paves a straight way for tion or revitalization. For now, it's necary counterparts. Cinema and literature make investing time in the original novel the cinema adaptation. Instead of tyran- essary to expe~ience The Road in both
are refining the rules of a good story. Be unnecessary? The film gave McCarthy's nizing the imagination, the movie rein- media. I can recommend neither above
clear, concise, and beautiful. The Road readers a chance to revisit and rethink forces the visual, stylistic, and character the other.
was all these things. The problem is, the significance of the author's frank
both the book and the movie had these style and what its easy and revitalizing
things. The movie exemplified the transition to the screen means for the
strengths of the book.
survival of the novel.
On-screen dialogue was seldom, spar
The film debuted in late 2009, with a
ing, but the message wasn't in the words. screenplay adaptation by Joe Penhall,
That is why this book is so beautifully starring Viggo Mortensen as a father
cinematic. As a silent movie, it still propelled by the wasting hope for his
would have delivered McCarthy's mes- son's future and Kodi Smit·McPhee as
sage with force. The austerity was delib- the boy. Charlize Theron enters briefly as
erate. An absent soundtrack captured wife, mother, and victim of the nihilist
the mode of the story. The movie, faithful fallout.
to the story, took many of its cues from
A cursory review of the novel, side by
McCarthy's style, and put on a produc· side with a copy of the screenplay by Joe
tion of equal caliber.
Penhall (available at scriptcollector.com),
The book is organized by blocks of shows only minor discrepancies. "The
text that resemble episodes or scenes man" becomes "A man," and due to onPHOTO COURTESY OF theoran.wordpress.com
more than chapters. In style, voice, dia- screen time constraints much of the
logue, and tense, it reads more like prose is synopsized, but nothing appears Viggo Mortensen, "The Father,• consoles Kodi Smit-McPhee, "The Boy.• Simple, raw, and emotionBENJAMIN PATE '11
ARTS EDITOR

January Musicals: Putnam County Spelling Bee E-N-D-E-A-R-S
ABBY ALDERMAN '11
OPINIONS EDITOR

Every year it amazes me how the
members of Trinity's January Musicals
can pull together a seamless series of
plays in a matter of weeks. The cast of
The 25th Annual Putnam County
Spelling Bee, one of three productions
performed this past weekend in the
Austin Arts Center, proved no different
in its flawless and hysterical production
of the 2005 musical. The child contest·
ants, the real stars, were matched in
their vocal and acting talents by the
"adult" members of the cast. The cast
flourished under professor of music
Gerald Moshell's direction. Their quirks
and connections made them endearing
and entertaining.
The show started off with pomp. The
entire cast marched around the stage
singing the musical's namesake number,
with the idiosyncratic children's costumes an early indicator of their spastic,
full-developed personalities. Rona Lisa
Peretti, played by Holly Yarmosh '11,
acts as the spelling bee's moderator. Her
victory at the spelling bee years before,
of which she constantly wishes to

remind those around her, leads to an
overly emphatic concern about all of the
goings-on at the bee.
Acting as the proceeding year's victor
and loyal Boy Scout, Will Yale '12 played
a believable girl-crazy adolescent. His
unfortunate reaction to a pretty girl in
the audience elicits a premature loss
and inspires a lyrical comic lament.
Perin Adams '13 portrayed the lisping
gay
rights
activist
Logainne
Schwartzandgrunbenniere, her personality embellishing the character with
hilarious accent. Under the pressure of
her two fathers, driven to excel in the
bee, she suffers an early lesson on the
consequences of cheating.
Leaf Coneybear, played by Scotty
Eckenthal '12, was perhaps the most
charming of all the competitors.
Entering the bee by default after the
first two victors in his town dropped out,
Leaf reflects on the insignificance of his
intelligence while scaling banisters in
his blanket cape and bike helmet. After
coming in second at the previous year's
bee, William Barfee (pronounced Bar
fay, he insists), played by Elliot Faust
'12, returns mentally distraught. Faust
perfectly encapsulates the insecure and

awkward genius, and with the preternatural aid of his "magic foot," returns
to take first.
The normal contestants in the production - Marcy Park, played by
Caitlin Koufakis '11 and Olive
Ostrovsky, played by Kat Lawlor '10 learned a great deal from their peculiar
counterparts. Marcy decides that perfec·
tion (about which Koufakis sings magnificently) is no longer her priority,
while Olive struggles to discover that
her intelligence can't win her parents'
love. By far the most beautiful and stun·
ning number is sung by Olive and her
parents, Holly Yarmosh '11 and Jake
Robertson '10, about the love Olive
needs. Roberston also brilliantly acted
as Mitch Mahoney, the ex-criminal hired

to act as a grief counselor for losing children.
The cast excelled in audience
involvement, which I have found to be
one of the most successful elements of
plays at Trinity. Three audience members were brought on ·stage to act as
members of the spelling team. During
the Thursday night production, Dean
Margaret Lindsey of the first year pro·
gram, Dr. Randolph Lee of the counseling center, and Amanda Sweat '12 were
forced to spell words along with real contestants. The actors fully engaged with
the chosen audience members, as well as
those still in their seats. The production
kept the audience laughing throughout
a two-hour show, and the cast's musical
talents made for a very enjoyable play.

INGLORIOUS BASTERDS
Tuesday, Feb. 2, 7:30 p.m.

PRECIOUS
Thursday, Feb. 4, & Friday Feb. 5, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 6, 2:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.

..
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Four Steps to Freedom: The Four Agreements
BANTAM BOOK REVIEW
WEEKLY FEATURE

THEADORA CURTIS '10
ARTS EDITOR

COURTESY OF thenakeddish.com

There seems to be a stigma attached
to reading self-help books if you're on
the lesser side of middle aged. The stigma is not cool. So I'm pretty uncool, and
it's going great. My latest obsession?
The Four Agreements: A Practical
Guide to Personal Freedom. The four
clearly defined "Agreements" are really
just the best third of the classic 12 step
approach. The message is clear, the
directions, well, direct: make these four
personal agreements and your life, thus
far lived in a state of half lethargy,
underachievement, or any number of
travesties well below what you were
ordained to perform during your time
on the planet, will become a rocket with
a kick of Nas, topping light speed on
your way to raging kick-ass-ness. A
simple plan, a difficult discipline, a
phenomenal book, and, as is often the
case in such an equation, legitimate
results.
You may be wondering, what is an
agreement? As defined by Ruiz, agreements are all of those rules, regula tions, and opinions that ultimately
make or break our life experience.
Before accepting Ruiz's four healthy
agreements, we must shed those exter
nally injected by society. These are not
so much our own as they are fragments
of humanity's communal dream. A
dream that, according to Ruiz, quickly
went to hell. These false agreements
include the idea that you're fat if you
don't look air brushed, or a dreamer if
you're taking risks for a career that you

might actually like. They include that world based on their own agreements,
you're only worth as much as your incorrect as some of those may be, and
shoes, so keep your eyes perpetually to their opinions and judgments reflect on
the pavement and only raise them only those agreements, not on you. In
when you come across a pair in your other words: ''You eat all their emotionrespective league. That you can't laugh al garbage, and now it becomes your
too loud, and you shouldn't smile at garbage." Nearly as freeing as the secpeople you don't know; that you must ond rings the third agreement: Don't
be there by 7:30 a.m. sharp so skip make assumptions. Say goodbye to
breakfast, run that red light, and flip . hours, days (cumulative years?) spent
off that elderly driver, slacker! That creating hypotheses about your imaggenuinely happy people are probably ined success, or destined failure, at
kind of crazy and if you aren't double something you've never tried. Say goodfisting a quintuplet-shot espresso and a bye to your bets about the complicated
cell phone with some serious frown character of that guy who builds towers
lines in the making, you're probably with his pencil shavings for the entirelazy and not contributing to the happi- ty of your morning psych class. And getness (read: collective misery and bound- ting mad because he/she didn't "just
less self-consciousness) of society. This know" what you wanted for Christmas,
is where The Four Agreements come in: needed to hear, thought of the movie,
without your saying anything? Yeah,
that has to go, too. The new order of the
Be Impeccable with your Word
day?
Ask, speak, act, sleep for goodness'
Don't Take Anything Personally
sake,
just don't dive into the endless
Don't Make Assumptions
depths
of educated, bitter, irate, joyful,
Always do your Best
or giddy guessing.
The grand finale: Always do your
With a gentle allusion to religious
best.
Because, as I hear in a daze while
text, Ruiz enforces that speech is the
blessing and curse of the human condi- half-conscious at Bikram hot yoga, "If
tion. The message is that, ultimately, you can, you must." Just try. Sucking
we live in what comes out of our with an effort is usually more rewardmouths. Negative speech creates a neg- ing than succeeding without one. It
ative reality, while positive speech can brings another Bikram mantra to mind:
only aid in building the opposite. "you can't build muscles you already
Preaching practice as the key, Ruiz have." I'll stop. But with repetition,
writes of attaining impeccable speech these efforts begin to walk hand in
and the power inherent in doing so. In hand with success more often, at which
this same vein, the second agreement point you're onto something. Ruiz cer
urges people to understand that the tainly was, and though these are some
things others say, from insults to com- of the most practice-intensive agreepliments, have nothing to do with you ments I've ever made (especially the
and everything to do with them. The first one .. .), they're one more example
idea is that all people operate in the of an effort well compensated.

Sita Sings the Blues Blends Art, Controversy
LILLIE LAVADO '12
ARTSWIUTER

Nina Paley's debut feature-length
animated film Sita Sings the Blues is an
awesome retelling of the Ramayana
depicting the life of Rama and his wife,
Sita. Paley created the animation for the
film in her Manhattan apartment using
Flash Player. The film's soundtrack
revolves around original scores by Tod
Michaelsen and the 1920s love scorned
blues of Annette Hanshaw. Paley parallels her own modern day heartbre.ak
with Sita's devotion to her husband and
lord,
complimented
by Annette
Hanshaw's stirring vocals. The same
easy agreement between film and music
has not been the case for the legal status or religious controversy surrounding
the film.
The abandonment that Sita suffers
by her husband, the lord Rama, was
largely influenced by events in Paley's
own life.
Inspiration struck while Paley was
married and working as a cartoonist.
She traveled to India to live with her
husband, who was consulting in
Trivandrum. She claims this was her
first encounter with the epic Ramayana,
where she became familiar with Sita's
lament, which would soon, and unexpectedly, mirror her own. During this
period, Paley traveled to New York City
on business, where she received an email from her husband requesting that
she not return. Following the trauma of
her divorce, she was introduced to the
recordings of Annette Hanshaw, whose
song "Mean to Me ," Paley claims,
became her "theme."
Paley's first approach to the
Ramayana was in her 2003 film Trial by

Fire, based on the sixth book of the
Ramayana, the Yuddha Kanda . She
focused on Sita's character, and featured
Hanshaw's music. Though audiences
found themselves enchanted by the animation and artistry, their enjoyment
was restricted by a lack of understanding and contact with the Ramayana.
This obstacle encouraged Paley to

distribute, or profit from her film. This
model is still being developed with information about "living culture" housed at
questioncopyright.com and questioncopyright.org. Paley recalls first coming
across her own experiences with copyright infringement in her career as a
cartoonist. She chose not to sue the culprits, lacking the resources, and disen-

COURTESY OF sitasingstheblues.com

In a scene from the movie, adapted from the Ramayana, Sita contemplates her abduction in the forest.

expand the project into a feature film.
However, Paley faced a legal obstacle
in securing permission to use Hanshaw's
music. Originally, Hanshaw's material
was set to enter public domain in the
1980s. However, the arrangement was
amended and the date of free access was
postponed. As a result, Paley embarked
on a pioneering and potentially unrewarding journey, releasing it under the
free distribution model. The film's sue·
cess and artistic purity benefited from
Paley's dissociation from commercial
and financial incentives. Paley has
become an activist in the arts world,
speaking against the use of laws that
bottle creations in pay-only containers.
Sita is completely free to the public
under the free distribution model. This
means that anyone can view, download,

chanted with a copyright model that
compensated publishers before artists.
Paley stated in one interview, "I am
taking ideas that are already there, that
have been around for thousands of
years, 80 years, and only a few years,
but these are ideas that are just out in
the world, and I synthesize them. But
this whole, like, 'This is my original idea,
I own this,' is a bit much."
Paley was present at the IFC
Theatre in Manhattan to offer the audi·
ence a live discussion after the film. The
audience applauded her creativity and
willingness to share it free of charge.
She went in·depth about the complex
legal wrangling required for the film's
release, speaking candidly on the com·
plications and abuses inherent to the
cross-weaves of law and art.
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Prof. Hager Awarded National Campus Student Organizations
Endowment for Humanities Grant Fundraise for Haitian Relief Aid
continued from page 1

eracy narratives from characters who
hailed from a myriad of cultural backa class he taught last semester, grounds and time periods throughout
English 318: Literacy & Literature. American history. It was an active
Holding the class meant that now process of reflection on something the
"there are about 20 Trinity students majority of us literate individuals
who spent part of their fall studying have been doing since kindergarten,
some of the rare mateand our discussions
rials - documents writrevealed a constant
"There are about 20 Trinity stuten by marginally litinterplay of the
erate slaves and fordents who spent part of their reader, the reading
mer slaves - that my
fall studying some of the rare and the outside
world. It was probfellowship is enabling
me
to
continue materials documents written by ably one of my
marginally literate slaves and
researching and writfavorite classes at
ing about," he said.
former slaves - that my fellow- Trinity because it
Classes previously
forced you to questaught by Hager while ship is enabling me to continue tion not only what
at Trinity include researching and writing about." literacy meant for
English
205:
particular characIntroduction
to
ters or historical
Christopher Hager figures, but what it
American Literature
II,
English
217:
Assistant Professor of English meant to you as an
individual."
Introduction to African
Hager hopes that his research and
American Literature, and English
408: American Realism and Urban eventual book will bring about revela Life.
tions like these for more than those 20
However, his class last fall was students.
most closely related to his ongoing
In a press release on Trinity's Web
research.
site, he noted, "If we want to under"What was great about this class stand the transition from slavery to
was it forced you to take a step back freedom , we have to understand what
from the traditional stock English people thought, not only what they
classes and examine the process of wrote, but how they used their new
reading, why people read and the sig- skill."
As far as the progress of his book
nificance of literacy and literature for
individuals and cultural communi- goes, Hager already has collected and
ties," said Verity Sayles '11.
transcribed almost all of the primary
"Prof. Hager guided us through lit- documents that he will need.

Trinity Remembers Lanna Hagge
for Kindness, Dedication, Love
continued from page 1

gave me confidence. Anyone who has
ever had the luck to interact with
focused on the individual, and I think Lanna would immediately sense how
students, colleagues, and coworkers much she genuinely cared, and how
would all agree."
much she loved Trinity."
Interim Director of Career Services
Not only was Lanna known for her
Peter Bennett '81 wholededication to the Office
heartedly agreed with
"Anyone who has ever of Career Services and
that sentiment.
had the luck to interact the students who visit·
"Lanna was eternally
ed, but for her love for
with Lanna would
optimistic, and her oneTrinity in general.
on ·one time with students immediately sense how
"I once asked Lanna
brought about some of her
what made her come to
much she genuinely
happiest moments. It
Trinity," said Gerrity.
cared, and how much "She explained that on
brought out her best; she
gave everyone the same
her first visit she sat in
she loved Trinity."
individual
respect:
the Chapel and was
whether you were a sophamazed at how beautiWendy Zhao '10 ful it was. Ever since
omore in tattered jeans or
a CEO, you checked your
then she would always
ego at her door."
comment on how beautiful she found
The students who came to Lanna's this campus to be, and how much she
office did not overlook this dedication loved being a part of it."
to her job and her genuine kindness.
On an online Guest Book, those
"Lanna was a truly exceptional who knew Lanna throughout her life
individual who not only strove for were able to write messages to her
excellence but saw the best in every· family or simply in her memory.
one else ," said Wendy Zhao '10. "She
"I will miss her contagious laugh,
was a blessing to Trinity, helping her words of wisdom, her everyday
countless students and going above stories of life and most of all, her
and beyond her actual job description friendship ," wrote one guest. Another
to provide guidance. At the center of recalled that Lanna was "a wonderful
her actions was her belief that every· person who was a joy to be around."
one had something special to con·
Lanna is survived by her son Aaron
tribute, and she challenged me to Hagge, her daughter-in-law Tara
excel beyond my limits. However it Greenberg, her grandson Maxwell,
was not Lanna's expert advice that I her two sisters Cheryl Hagge and
went to Career Services to seek, but Debra Meznarsic, and her two broth·
her warm hugs and unwavering ers, David Ryan Hagge and Trafford
encouragement that inspired me and Hagge.

continued from page 1
effort. "The offices of Multicultural
Affairs, Community Service and Civic
Engagement, and Campus Life will
be working with all interested students, student organizations, and
others in the College community to
coordinate our efforts. The administrators and students leading these
efforts have chosen two organizations
on which they will focus their
fundraising efforts in hopes that col·
lectively we can have a bigger impact
than we would separately, but any of
you should feel free . to support any
efforts you deem worthy," Jones said.
"The organizations the group has
identified are Haitian Ministries of
the Diocese of Norwich (www.haitianministries.org) and Partners in
Health (www.pih.org)," Jones continued.
Despite the school's outreach,
many students have decided to take
matters into their own hands and
organize fundraising events.
"We have hearts. We see pain and
suffering all around the world L.. ]
although a lot of us have no connec·
tion to Haiti, we have a responsibility
to give back and to aid those in need.
When we see suffering, we know we
need to help through monetary dona tions and by raising awareness," said
Leslie James '11. James was formerly
a co-president of IMANI, the Black
Student Union.
Also organizing student event

fundraisers is Gerald Antoine '11 who
was born and raised in Haiti before
arriving in the United States in 1997.
This past weekend more than a
dozen student organizations, including
the
Caribbean
Student
Association (CSA), the Mill, and The
Moveable Joints, joined together to
create a Hope for Haiti weekend
fundraiser. Students could purchase a
red and white bracelet with the words
"Trinity for Haiti" for five dollars to
gain entrance to the weekend's
events. The events included a Benefit
Banner-Making activity at the Fred
Pfeil Community Project (The Fred),
a vigil in the Chapel, benefit concert
at Vernon Social Center, benefit party
in Vernon, and a night of student performances from the Moveable Joints.
All proceeds from the weekend will go
toward Haitian relief aids.
"Our main goal for the weekend is
to raise money for the people in Haiti.
We do understand that clothes, medicine and food are important, but at
the current time money would be
most beneficial to the people in
Haiti," Antoine said.
Currently, Haiti's largest concerns
include looting, human trafficking,
and the spread of disease.
Those interested in donating more
are encouraged to contact the Office
of Community Service and Civic
Engagement and the Office of
Multicultural Affairs.
Trinity's fundraising events will
extend into February.

1Jean J\nn 'Re.uman 'Re.counts tlie .Junera[
Service of £.anna :Jfaene
~'When her son Aaron was

in high, school, be studied for a few weeks in
ranee, and soon•~ the son of the French family he stayed with was
come visit .him and ltis mother.· l..anna, as her son tells it, knew hei
strengths and foibles; and setting Up 1h.e house was not where she pre
ferred to pudier _,.so their living room for quite a while had no fur..
·ture in. it. A.arim loYed his~ and her spirited approach to life,
thaflO!Jleooe Wd coming to visit, he felt quite embarrassed by tbi
was aOt sure M wanted the &iend to see how they lived. Always
attentive to her son's lpds, Lanna picked up on this. When the Frencij
'student came to see them, Lanna welcomed him into the house, ultimately leading him into the living room by swinging the French doors
wide open and saying, "You'll have to excuse us: this room is under renovation!" She had placed painting tarps all over the floor, set up a ladder, opened a couple of cans of paint and splashed a little on the canvas:
all to make the room look like it was purposefully empty and to save her
son any embarrassment. A second story that really touche4me was one
about her new grandson, who is a little less than 2 years old now. Lanna
knew that the new child would mean that her only son wotild probably
!want to have Christmases at their own home now, and while she missed
~aving him and her daughter-in-law with her for the holidays, she :fully
appreciated that natural growth, and she was head over heels about the
new addition to the family. So on Christmas Eve, she invited Aaron and
his young wife Tara over, and she showed them into the main room
where she had a :full Christmas tree set up, decorated from top to bottom
with all sorts of colorful baby socks. And the next year, again for her
grandson Max, she brought them all over on Christmas Eve to see her
special surprise for them: this time, a bushy tree, :fully decked with
Tonka trucks, to the sheer delight of the little boy. These stories told me
more about Lanna than I had known before. At the core of all the anecdotes and pictures shared that day was a very simple truth from her son
Aaron: Lanna may not have been able to hear, but she certainly knew
truly how to listen."
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

S•h Annual Relay For Life
@

Let's help

Koeppel Ice Hockey Rink on
April 30, 2010
create a

world with

more

birthdays in it!

This year's Co-chairs, Sarah Blanks '10 and Tiffany Ruiz '10, have set their
. sights high for Trinity's 5th annual Relay For Life, an all-night event that
· raises money for the American Cancer Society. Sign up today to help them
reach their goal of $85,000! To date, 31 teams and 103 participants have
raised $3,527. 77, thanks in part to the various fund raisers planned and
implemented by Relay's Planning Committee. Their last fundraiser, Bar
Night@ Sidewalk, raised $1230.44. Keep your eyes out for upcoming
events, including this Thursday's Relay Rampage. There will be tables outside the Cave all day where you can sign up for Relay and help contribute
:
to this amazing cause.

Where does this money go9
All of the money goes to the American
Cancer Society, which then is used for the following:
•
Research to find a cure
•
24/7 telephone counseling service
( 1-800-227-2345)
Assist cancer patients with tranportation
•
to and from their treatments
•
Children overnight camps with necessary medical staff

and MORE!

Relay for Life Co-chairs:
Sarah Blanks 'l 0 and Tiffany
Ruiz '10

Why Trini'*Y Relays •••

-----------------------
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New Bantam Brings New Rough Stretch of Games for Hockey
Style to Trinity Athletics
ANN WALLE R CURTIS '12
SPORTS EDITOR

STUDENT OFFERS OPINION ON NEW MASCOT
SEAN LaLIBERTE '13
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Trinity community is
still reeling in the wake of one
of the most monumental
changes of the guard in the
College's 187-year history.
While the scope of the travesty
may be widely unrecognized by
a vast majority of students thus
far, the simple fact remains,
acknowledged or not - we
stand, at the most basic and
fundamental level, altered. The
very core and center of the
identity of this institution has
been tugged upon, jerked
about, and left out in the cold in
the name of progress and in
favor of a prettier face. Ladies,
gentlemen, and all the poor
souls who have yet to hear the
news, it breaks my heart to
reveal such a tender truth, but
I just cannot hold it in anymore, so reveal it I must - our
Cock has been replaced.
That's right - the beloved
Bantam mascot that has
graced this College's bleachers
and the nosebleed seats
through its brightest days and
darkest hours has recently
gone the way of the dodo, bowin_g out in the stead of a
younger,
allegedly
more
appealing new substitute. With
the execution of the switch,
'11inity has dismissed decades
of unselfish and more than satisfactory service on the part of
the elder bird, with his sharp
yellow, blue, and orange contrast and the trademark perpetual look of shocked ecstasy
etched into his joyous features.
While the newer model rocks
some
undeniable
style
upgrades in the forms of shading and what appears to be a
pretty dope hockey jersey,

The Trinity College women's
ice hockey team emerged from
winter break on an 11 ·game
win streak and with a No. 4
ranking in the United States
College Hockey Online.com
(USCHO.com)
Women's
Division III Poll, but faced
tough tests last weekend in
games against Middlebury
College and Williams College.
The No. 7 Middlebury
College Panthers stopped
COURTESY OF MICHAEL RACITI
Trinity's win streak this week·
Santy the new and improved Bantam.
end with a 2-1 victory at
diehards of the more tenured Kenyon Arena in Middlebury,
Cock will most certainly take Vt. The Bantams recorded the
issue with his seemingly emo- program's first-ever win over
tionless demeanor and the fact Middlebury at home on Friday,
that this new bird simply has Jan. 8, and hoped for a similar
not proven himself in the mul- result this time. Middlebury
titude of ways and positions the got on the board less than two
old one has.
minutes into the game, but the
But while the footprints are Bantams · responded when forunquestionably large ones to ward Celia Colman·McGaw '12
fill, Bantam fans around the scored in the second period to
world must do what they can to tie the game. Middlebury
see the joys of a fresh start. scored its second and game·
Sure, there's the urge to wallow winning goal on a power play in
in the knowledge that someone, the second period, and its
somewhere decided that Old strong defense held off a
Bantam simply wasn't "gittin' . Ban~am rally in the scoreless
'er done" like he used to any- third period.
more. That's an argument open
The Bantams lost a close
to debate, but the real question contest to Williams College on
now is this: The new guy is up. Sunday, .Jan. 30, 3-2. The win
Can he keep it that way? In a was the third in a row for
conference riddled with the dis- Williams, who scored twice in
figured corpses of countless the first period and was ahead
mascots like the Lord Jeffs, the entire game. The Bantams
Mules, and Camels who just got on the scoreboard in the
aren't good enough, can this second period on a goal by tri·
bold, headstrong newcomer captain forward Kim Weiss '11,
hold his own and do his prede- assisted by forward Hannah
cessor proud? That remains to Harvey '12. However, Williams
be seen. But while we mourn responded with another score
the passing of such a dedicated to go up, 3-1. Forward Jill
servant, we, the Trinity faith- Roloff '11 found the back of the
ful, must do what we can do net in the third period to bring
maintain the idea that this the Bantams within one, but
replacement is not a reduction,
but an enhancement. Your
move, new Cock. Your move.

Swim Teams Continue
to Exceed Expectations
continued from page 16

last event of the day, and we
had decided that we wanted to
break this record before the
meet was over. Everyone was
so excited before the race, and
it turned out to be a really
great swim."
Last weekend the teams
traveled to Wesleyan University
to take on the Bowdoin College
Polar Bears and the Colby
College Mules. Highlighting
the afternoon for the women's
team was Shelby Friel's firstplace finish in the 100-yard
butterfly. Her time of l:00.53 is
a new Trinity College record, a
record previously set by teammate Haynes last season.
Carroll noted that with one
meet left in the regular sea son, there is a definite sense of
optimism, "We are expecting a
really strong championship
season. The team has seen a

lot of improvement this season; in particular our relays
have gotten really strong and
should do well at NESCACs."
Both the
men's and
women's swimming and diving
teams take on Roger Williams
University this weekend,
Saturday, Feb. 6, at 1 p.m. in
their last regular season meet.
On Saturday, the women's
relay team will attempt to
break another school record as
they compete in the 800-yard
freestyle relay.
After completing their successful regular seasons, the
teams begin preparations for
their respective championship
meets. The women head to
Middlebury College the week·
end of Feb. 19 for the Women's
NESCAC Championship. The
following weekend, Feb . 26-28,
the men travel to Williams
College to participate in their
NESCAC Championship Meet.

the Williams defense held for
th e rest of the game.
A tou gh weekend of hockey
shou ld not overshadow the
team's impressive run through
December and January. Weiss
was proud of her team's winter
break success saying, "One of
our goals for the season was to
start off winter break on the
right foot and win the Codfish
Bowl for the third year in a row.
Accomplishing that set the
stage for the rest of the break.
It has been an incredible sea·
son so far with all of the success
and national recognition we've
had. We have a really talented
and special group of girls this
year, so hopefully we can
rebound from this weekend and
continue to build upon the success we've had."
The Bantams began their
undefeated winter break play
by winning the third Annual
Women's
Codfish
Bowl
Championship in Boston. The
Bantams defeated Bowdoin, 30, and tournament host
University of Massachusetts
Boston, 3-0, in the finals.
Bantam goalie and tri-captain
Isabel Iwachiw '10 was named
the
tournament's
Most
Valuable Player for the second
time in per career. It was the
third straight year that the
Bantams have won the Codfish
Bowl Championship.
On Friday, Jan. 8, the then·
eighth-ranked Bantams took
on the No. 5 Middlebury
College Panthers at Williams
Rink
in
the
Koeppel
Community Sports Center. The
two teams have played
extremely close games in recent
meetings, but Trinity had never
beaten the Panthers until its
exciting 2-1 overtime victory.
Scoring for the Bantams were
defender Laura Komarek '11 in

JOIN THE HUNf
FOR THE NEXT

the first period, and Weiss netted the game winning goal on a
penalty shot just 1:39 into overtime. Weiss said of the game, "I
think for all of us, the best part
of winter break was beating
Middlebury. They are a perennial power in women's hockey
and a good measuring stick for
where we stack up."
The women also recorded a
key win over the Division I
Holy Cross Crusaders in a
game in Hartford, Conn. on
Tuesday, Jan. 12. After allowing two first period goals, the
Bantams responded with four
of their own. Harvey, Weiss,
defender Emily Weedon '11,
and defender Britney Ryan '13
all found the back of the net to
secure the 4 · 2 victory.
Weiss was named the co·
NESCAC player of the week for
the week of Jan. 11 for her
efforts in the Middlebury victo- ·
ry and a 5·1 victory over
Wi.lJ.ll\ms College on Saturday,
Jan. 9, in which she had two
assists. The same week,
I wachiw was honored as the '
United States College Hockey
Online (USCHO.com) Division·
III National Goalie of the'
Week.
Trinity now stands at 14·3-,.
2, with a 7-3-2 record in the-':
New England Small Athletiq ,
Conference (NESCAC). TheBantams are currently third in
the NESCAC standings, trail
ing Amherst College, which is,8-1-3 in the conference, an<f
Middlebury, which is second a ~
9-2-1. The Bantams finish what
has been an impressive regular
season with NESCAC games at
Bowdoin College and Colby
College the weekend of Feb. 12,
and host Connecticut College at
7 p.m. Friday, Feb. 19 and
Hamilton College at 3 p.m. on
Saturday, Feb . 20.

Women's
Squash
Falters
continued from page 16

Wednesday, February 3: Michael Renwick,
Senior Associate Director of Athletics at Johns
Hopkins University

Friday, February 5: Paul Schlickmann,
Executive Associate Director of Athletics at
Stony Brook. University

Bantams Robyn Hodgson '13
and Emily Paton '10, playing at
the No.'s 5 and 8 spots respec·
tively, both won their first
games before losing the next
three. Hodgson won the first
game of her match 11 ·8 before
losing 11·6, 11·7, 11·6. Paton
played one of the more even
matches of the day, winning the
first game, 11-9, then losing the
next three, 11 ·8, 11-9, 11-9.
The loss was tough for the
Bantams and several players
were visibly upset at the end of
the match. Although their
dream of a perfect season has
ended, they can take solace in
the fact that they lost to the
nation's top team.
The women will be playing
in the NESCAC Championship
Tournament this weekend
before playing Princeton away
in three weeks.
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Inside Sports:
The women's ice hockey
team suffers a tough
weekend of defeats,
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SPORTS
The Trinity Tripod

M. Squash Dominates, Women Lose Swim Relay Team Breaks
Pool and Varsity Records
ALEX FITZGERALD '10
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity College men's
squash team kept its quest for a
12th-straight perfect season
alive on Saturday, Jan. 29, with
a 9-0 win over Harvard
University. The Bantams, who

was another of the day's highlights, with Trinity's Antonio
Salas '12 finding that 11 points
was never enough to win a
game. Although he won in three
games, Salas never had the necessary two-point lead when
reaching 11 points to win. His
Harvard
opponent,
Eliot

ALEXA PARSONS '12 I PHOTO CONTRIBUTOR
Baset Chaudry '10 returns a shot from Colin West during his 3-0 win on Saturday.

are ranked No. 1 in the country,
did not lose a single match to
the Crimson. Harvard, ranked
No. 5 nationally, has lost its second straight match and is likely
to slip in the new rankings. The
11 ·time defending champion
Bantams improve to 15-0 on the
year. The team also extends its
record-breaking win streak to
217 matches, the longest in college sports history.
Five of Trinity's top men won
their matches in just three
games, 3-0. No Bantam was
taken into a fifth game, with
No. 2 Parth Sharma '11, No. 4
Randy Lim '11, No. 6 Chris
Binnie '11, and No. 9 Johan
Detter '13 winning their matches 3-1. Detter's match was one
of the tighter matches of the
day. Harvard's Alexander Ma
defeated Detter in a lengthy
first game by a score of 17-15.
Detter fought back, winning the
next three games by scores of
11-9, 11-8, 11-9. Binnie also lost
the first game of his match to
Harvard's Jason Michas, before
rebounding and winning the
next three games, 11-7, 12-10,
11-7. Sharma easily won his
first game, 11-3, before his opponent, Richard Hill, took the second game by a score of 11-8,
evening the match. Sharma
responded by taking the next
two games rather easily at 11-3,
11-7.
Trinity No. 1, co-captain
Baset Chaudry '10, received little resistance from his opponent, Colin West, winning 11-6,
11-4, 11-9. Chaudry continues
to show consistency at the top
spot for Trinity as he has done
for the entirety of his four-year
career. Losing just once in his
First-year, Chaudry has been
nothing short of dominant for
the nation's best team.
The match at the No. 5 spot

Buchanan, was unable to capitalize in the extended games,
eventually succumbing to Salas
12-10, 13-11, 14-12.
The team's 9-0 win was its
12th shutout of the year in just
15 attempts. The team has lost
just three matches all year, giving the individual players an
overall
record
of 132-3.
Saturday's win came just one
week after dismantling the
nation's No. 3 team, the
University of Rochester, 8-1.
Two days before the Rochester
match, the Bantams defeated
Yale University, the nation's No.
2 team, by the same score.
The Bantams will use this
weekend's New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC)
Championship
Tournament to warm-up for the
match against Princeton in a

remains undefeated at 5-0.
Trinity's wins came from
Nour Bahgat '12, and Tehani
Guruge '10 at the Nos. 3 and 4
spots, respectively. Both women
won in straight sets, 3-0. Only
three of Trinity's players were
unable to take a game off their
Harvard counterparts.
Two
Bantams lost in four games,
while two others lost in brutal
five-game matches.
Bahgat won her match over
June Tiong easily, with scores of
Guruge,
11-6, 11-4, 11-7.
ranked No. 22 nationally, was
paired against the nation's No.
15 ranked player, Alsiha
Mashruwala. However, Guruge
had little trouble dismantling
the higher-ranked player, winning by scores of 11-2, 11-9, 116.
One of the more devastating
losses on the day was at the No.
2 spot. Nayelley Hernandez '10
was making her shots and
appeared to be in control of the
match early, winning the first
two games, 11-6 and 11-7. Her
opponent, Nirasha Guruge,
fought back, taking the next two
sets in closely-contested battles,
12-10 and 12-10. With the
match tied, 2-2, Guruge played
her best squash of the day,
handily defeating Hernandez
11-6 in the final game. While a
tough loss for Hernandez, the
match was more of a testament
to the grit of the No. 1·ranked
Harvard team.
Robyn Williams '11 also battled in her match at the No. 9
spot. Playing Harvard's Cece
Cortez, the match went back
and forth, with neither player
winning two games in a row.
After losing the first game, 11-5,
Williams rebounded with a
tough, 11-9, win of her own.
The third set went to Cortez at

ALEX FITZGERALD '10
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SPORTS EDITOR

Women's squash player Nayelly Hernandez '10 awaits the serve of her opponent.

couple of weeks.
The Bantam women were
not as fortunate as the men in
last weekend's showdown with
Harvard. The Bantam women,
ranked No. 2 nationally, fell to
the No. 1 Crimson, 7-2. The
Bantams drop to 10-1 on the
year while the Harvard team

11-7, before Williams routed
Cortez 11-2 in the fourth game,
sending the match into a decisive fifth game. The game, just
like the match, fell into the
hands of the Harvard team,
with Cortez winning, 11-6.

see Women's on page 15

ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPORTS EDITOR

Over winter break, the
men's and women's swimming
and diving teams took a train ing trip to Delray Beach, Fl.
Despite the cold, the team
trained hard, and upon
returning to school all of their
work paid off.
The teams
overcame multiple injuries,
and have benefited from the
contributions of a strong
First-year class.
Both teams came away
from their Wednesday, Jan.
13, meet against the Vassar
College Brewers with wins.
The women's swimming and
diving team beat Vassar 170124 for their first win of the
season. The Trinity women

Holyoke College, where the
men's team faced the Elms
College Blazers and the
women took on the Mount
Holyoke Lyons. The women's
team finished first in eight of
the 13 events to top Mount
Holyoke with a score 134-108.
It was the team's ninth
straight win over the Lyons.
At Mount Holyoke, Bress
won the 1-meter diving competition and Jillian Bargar '11
took first in the 3-meter
event, continuing their domi·
nance on the boards. In the
distance races, co-captain
Niki Albino '10 won both the
500and
1,000-meter
freestyles. Saya Lindsay '12
and Haynes took first and second in the 100-yard backstroke. Becky Savage '11 said,

COURTESY OF http://athletics.trincoll.edu/sports / wswimdive/index

A Trinity women's swimmer competes in the backstroke event at a recent event.

won both the 200-yard medley
and freestyle relays, and
Jenna Carroll '12 won the
1,000-yard freestyle. Brooke
Haynes '11, co-captain Emily
Cote '10, Emily Jensen '13
and Carleigh Haron '13 also
won individual events. Kate
Bress '12 took both the oneand three-meter diving competitions in the meet.
The men's team defeated
Vassar by a score of 160-132.
Leading the way for the
Bantams
was
co-captain
Andrew Boynton '11, who won
the 100-yard butterfly and
both backstroke events. Adam
Eramo '12 won both distance
events, and Adrian Shea '13
won the 100- and 200- yard
freestyle races.
Shana Conroy '10 said of
the Vassar meet, "It was really exciting that we beat
Vassar, especially since we
have lost to them in previous
years. We have such a strong
freshman class and I think
Trinity swimming will only
continue to improve in the
next couple of years."
On Wednesday, Jan. 20,
both swimming and diving
teams traveled to Mount

"I think our positive attitude
and hard work are really
starting to pay off, which is
important going into our last
meets and the NESCAC
Championship."
The men's team defeated
the Elms College Blazers 12170. The team effort was
helped by a series of strong
individual swims, including
two individual wins by
Eramo, a first place in the
500-yard freestyle for Parker
Tricarico '12, and a victory in
the 200-yard medley relay.
On Saturday, Jan. 23, the
women's
team
took
on
Brandeis University in the
Trinity Natatorium and won
167-120. Shelby Friel '13 posted three individual wins, finishing first in the 100 and
200-yard freestyle events, as
well as the 100-yard butterfly.
The relay team of Friel, Cote,
Carroll, and Jensen combined
to win the 400-yard freestyle
relay in record-breaking fashion. Their time of 3:46.81
bested the previous pool
record of 3=47.77. Carroll
noted of her relay, "It was the

see Swim on page 15

